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INTRODUCTION

Linnett (1), in his book, The Electronic Structure
of Molecules, proposed what is called the double quartet
approach to atoms and molecules.

This theory assumes that

for complete octets, there will be two tetrahedral arrangements of electrons.

Each tetrahedron will contain only

electrons of the same spin.
Jack Moore (2), in his Senior Thesis, reported
work that he did applying Linnett's ideas to the oxygen
molecule.

He assumed that the electrons were point charges

located in the manner that Linnett described in his book.
The results of his work, although partially encouraging,
were far from being near to the experimental energies that
he was trying to reproduce.
Donald Durocher (4), in his Senior Thesis, continued with the work of Jack Moore.
different approach.

Only Durocher used a

He used the ideas of Bent (3), which

proposed that the electrons in the Linnett theory should
be treated as though they were spheres and that these
spheres of the same spin-set were tangent to each other.
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This is known as the tangent sphere approach.
continued with oxygen.

Durocher

Again the results were not as close

to experimental data as hoped.

The theory did still appear

to be promising, though.
Both Moore and Durocher tried to calculate the
energy change in converting the oxygen molecule from one
energy state to another.
worked with were the

I

The specific states that they
+

£j

I A

,

.L..1 :J

and

3-

-

~'

•

The actual

energy changes that they calculated were far larger than
the experimental values, but the energy changes that were
calculated were in near the same ratio as the experimental
values.

+
<:....J

"<.

Durocher reports the ratio of the calculated

energy over

~Li:J · energy .as ·1. 841.

The samth ra·tio

'f\OD'

the

experimental values is 1.666.
The calculated ratio, though not equal to the
experimental ratio, is relatively close to it.

Therefore,

the theory does seem rather promising.
This paper describes a continuation of the work
of Moore and Durocher.

The difference is that this work

deals with atoms and not molecules.
used are also inert gas types.

-2-

The atoms that are

They were used because

they give the double quartets described by Linnett.
The work was shifted to atoms because it was hoped
that through atoms the theory could be better perfected
for its use on molecules.

Atoms seemed much easier to

treat by the theory, and therefore would yield more rapid
results.

Also, with atoms there is no internuclear dis-

tance to worry about.

It was also felt that the theory

should be proven to work for atoms before it was tried
on molecules.
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CHAPTER I

THEORY

Chemically speaking,
electrons,

the atom is composed of

protons, and neutrons.

The protons and neutrons

are located in what is commonly called the nucleus of the
atom.

Since the protons have a positive charge, and the

neutrons no charge, the nucleus has a net positive charge.
The charge on a proton is given the value of +l.

There-

fore, the net charge on the nucleus is determined by the
total number of protons in the nucleus,
Electrons are negatively charged with the same
absolute charge as that of the proton, so the charge on
the electron is set at -1.

Since the proton and electron

have opposite charges, they attract each other.

Therefore,

the electrons are located about the nucleus of the atom.
There is one electron for every proton in the atom.

An

atom becomes an ion when it either gains or loses electrons.
These electrons are not stationary about the
nucleus.

They are in constant motion.

Since they are in

constant motion, and they are attracted to the nucleus, it
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would seem that they should all fall into the nucleus.
is knowniha~ this does not occur.

It

The explanation for this

is that the electrons are located in specific energy levels.
These levels may be thought of as defining locations in space
to which an electron is confined.

In order to move from one

of these locations to another, an electron must either gain
or lose specific quantities of energy.

There is a maximum

number of electrons that these energy levels may contain.
The atoms that were calculated had only the levels shown in
Table I.
TABLE I

t

LOW ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS

LE]

11.

oE i:;.LErROt1s !MA.xi j

~~~

While in these shells, the electrons are in constant
random motion.

An electron that is allowed to roam randomly

with no external forces acting upon it describes a sphere
with its motion.

For this reason, a sphere was used as the

shape of the electron clouds.
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An electron cloud is a volume in which an electron
may be found.
probabilistic

In Qua,ntum Mechanics,

such clouds are

in nature, and hav.e no definite boundaries,

only contours of equal probability of finding the electron
inside can be drawn.
boundaries,

Here, however, the clouds have definite

and the electron is always to be found within

those boundaries.

The charge of that electron is evenly

distributed throughout the cloud.
There is a,well

known law in atomic theory known

as the Pauli Exclusion Principle.,

What this really means

is that all of the electrons do not fall into the lowest
energy level or all fall into the nucleus.
known to be affected by magnetic fields.

Electrons are
Because of. this

affect, the electrons are thought of as having an induced
magnetic field as a result of the electrons spinning.
The electrons can spin in only two directions,
down.

As a further consequence

Principle,

either up or

of the Pauli Exclusion

two electrons of the same spin may not be in

the same place at the same timee

There is thought to be a

secondary repulsion of electrons of the same spin for this

-6-

reason.

The main repulsive force on the electrons is the

electrostatic repulsion.
In this model, these sphere-svaped clouds are piled
together to form atoms.

They must be put together so that

they never violate any of the above known facts about the
atom.

If the rules shown below are used, this will never

happen.
1.

Spheres that contain electrons
of the same spin may never overlap.

2.

Spheres of the same spin-set are
arranged so that they are at a
mutual distance from each other.

J.

Spheres of different spin-sets may
overlap.

4 •.

Spheres of different energy levels
must maintain their own identity.
That is, they may never have the
same center.

Rule 2 is not a universal rule.
inert gas type atoms.
types of atoms.

It is true for

It may not always be true for other

It will usually give a good approximation

of the atom, however.
As shown by the number of rules that govern this
model, it is a very simple model.

The use of this model

becomes an exercise in piling balls together.

-7-

Nothing has

been said yet about the size of the spheres that are used.
This is dependent mainly upon the Virial Theorem which is
discussea in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER II
ENERGY CALCULATIONS

A.

ENERGY EQUATIONS
The total energy of an atom is the sum of its

kinetic and potential energies.

The use of spheres as

electron clouds facilitated the calculations of these
energies.

This fact was another reason for the choice

of spheres as the shape of the clouds.
The kinetic energy of the atom is equal to the sum
of th~~ieetic

energies of each of the spheres in the atom.

This energy is found by looking at the problem as a charged
particle inside a sphere with a potential barrier at the
walls and zero potential inside.

The particle is therefore

free to move in the sphere b~t may not leave it.

This

problem may be solved Quantum Mechanically to give the
solution in Equation 1.
Equation ls
wheres

EK

=

(C) (EKC )/(R)2

EK = kinetic energy

c

= charge of the particle
in the sphere
EKG = kinetic energy constant
R = radius of the sphere
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If the above problem is solved as a potential
well it will give only one quantum mechanical wavefunction; the resulting EKC value is

f{2/8.

Neumark (5)

solved the problem with the Heisenberg Uncertainty
Principle and found the EKC value to be 9/8.

If the

problem is solved again as a potential well, only now
with the potential at the walls as infinite, the EKC
value is

rr-2/2.

Any value between the ·1}'2/2 and the 9/8

value could conceiveably be used.

The 'f)'2/2 value was

not used since this does not allow the electron ever to
leave the sphere, and therefore the atom could never be
ionized.
equal.

The other two calculated values are almost
The 9/8 value was the value that was used for the

calculations in this work.
The potential energy of the atom is the sum of
all the attraction and repulsion energies of all the
charged particles in the atom,

There are several important

cases of these energies with which any arrangement of
particles in an atom could be handled.
The first and simplest of these cases is for two
spheres that are at a distance from each other, as shown
in Figure I.

Since it is assumed that each of the

spheres has a uniform charge density, each sphere would

-10-

see the charge of the other as if it were located at the
center of the sphere.

This then reduces to a case of two

point charges at a distance from each other.

The energy

relation for this is shown in Equation 2.
Equation 2:

=

potential energy
for spheres at a
distance

c•

=

charges on the
respective spheres

D

=

distance between the
spheres

where:

c

and

ED = (C) ( C' )/D
ED

FIGURE I
SPHERES AT A DISTANCE

'I
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Another important case is when one sphere is
completely inside another.

The case is shown in Figure 2.

The energy may be found by using Equation
Equation 3:

EC=

3.

(C)(C')(l.5-(D/RL)2/2-(RS/RL)2(.3)/RL

where:
RL =radius of larger sphere
RS= radius of smaller sphere
D =distance between c~nters
C and C' =respective charges on spheres

FIGURE 2
CONTAINED SPHERE

The most difficult case to solve is that of partial
overlap of the spheres.

This case is illustrated in Figure

-12-

J.

in Equation 4.

The equation tor this is abbreviated

The

actual equation is given in the Appendix.
Equation 41
where

EP

=

f(Rx,Ry,D)

1

Rx= radius of first sphere
Ry= radius of second sphere
D

=distance

between the centers

FIGURE 3
OVERLAPING SPHERES

I
I

1R1
I

x

The relative size of each of the particles in an
atom and the overall size of an atom are known.
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The nucleus,

at the center of an atom, is infinitesimally small compared
to the total size of the atom.

For this reason, the nucleus

was chosen to be a point charge,
For each of the atoms that were calculated,
existed a full K shell of electrons.
atom may contain two electrons,

there

The K shell of an

one of each spin.

By the

rules for the model, the spheres for these may overlap,
The spheres were placed so that one was exactly inside the
other, each sphere having the same radius.

The nucleus was

placed inside these spheres, usually at the center.

The K

shell electrons, plus the nucleus, formed what is called
the core of the atom.
Since each of the atoms had such a core, energy
expressions that applied only to the core were used in the
calculation of the potential energy.

One of these gives

the repulsive energy of the two electrons in the core.
This is actually a specific case of the energy of one sphere
inside the other.

The equation for this specific case is

given in Equation 5,
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Equation 5:

where:

ES= 6/5R
ES= potential energy
R =radius of the spheres

There is also the nucleus inside of the spheres.
This is a positive point charge inside of a negatively
charged sphere.

The relation for this is given in Equation

6 (Figure 4 illustrates this caseJ.

Equation 6:
where:
C and

EI=

(C)(C')(3.~(D/R)2)/2R

EI= potential energy
c• =charges of nucleus and sphere
D =distance between nucleus and
center of sphere
R =radius of sphere

FIGURE 4

POINT CHARGE INSIDE SPHERE
~

0

r
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The summation of all the above energies,

cal-

culated for each particle that they apply to, gives the
total energy of the atom.

This is equivalent to the total

ionizational energy of the atom, or that energy needed to
scatter all of the electrons an infinite distance from
the nucleus.

It was hoped that this energy could be

compared with known physical values in the literature.

B.

VIRIAL THEOREM
The Virial Theorem for inverse square law

relationships,

as apply to electrons in an atom, is given

in Equation 7.

Equation ?s
where:

KE= -(l/2)PE
KE= kinetic energy
PE= potential energy

The kinetic and potential energy terms in Equation
7 are averages over a long time.

That is, that at a

particular instance in time the Virial Theorem as stated
in Equation 7 may not hold, but if the energies are calculated over a period of time, the averages of these
energies would apply to Equation 7.

Since for this model

we are always using time averages in the electron clouds,
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the Virial Theorem does apply to the model.

It is also

known that the Virial Theorem always holds,

so for this

model to make any real physical sense,

the Virial Theor~m

must hold.
We can define a scaling factor,
Equation 8:

as in Equation 8.

n = -2KE/PE

wheres
n =scaling factor
KE= kinetic energy
PE= potential energy
When the Virial Theorem holds, the scaling factor
is equal to 1.

When it is not equal to 1, multiplying

each distance parameter in the model by this scaling factor
will give energies that do satisfy the Virial Theorem.
This will not change the relativer shape or structure of the
atom.

It only enlarges or reduces the overall size of the

atom.

This could be thought of as enlarging or reducing

the size of a photograph.

It has no effect upon the

relative positions of the particles.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF CALCULATION

The purpose of the work described in this paper is
to attempt to calculate energies of atoms using the model
described in Chapter I.

The energy that is calculated for

that atom should be the ground state of that atom, or, in
other words, the lowest possible energy that it may have
within the constraints set by the rules for this model.
Therefore, a method to find the lowest possible energy for
each atom had to be found.
With this model, it appears that a person may have
some insight into the placement of the electron clouds to
give the lowest energy.

At the start of this work, only

the energy for a specific arrangement of particles ·could be
calculated.

This was an extremely unsatisfactory method

of finding the lowest energy.

It assumed that the person

who was making the calculation would know the configuration
and the size of the spheres that would give the lowest
energy.

It turned out that the insight into finding the

correct configuration of particles was often lacking.
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It

became a method of guessing.

It became increasingly

obvious that a method that would allow the atom to find its
own lowest energy had to be found.
To devise a method that would allow the atom to
find its own lowest energy, several assumptions were made
about the way that the energy varied with variations in the
parameters of the model.

First, it was assumed that that

was a continuous change in energy with change in parameter.
Since the curve is continuous, there will be a 'Calcu1ateable
d~~ivative for every point along the curve.

Secondly, it

was assumed that at the minimum the curve would flatten out.
On the basis of these assumptions, a method was
devised for energy calculations.

This method would have

one parameter varied until it reached its minimum energy,
then, keeping the new value, a second parameter was varied
in the same manner, and so on, until all of the parameters
that could be varied without destroying the model were
varied.

After the past parameter was minimized, the whole

process was.recycled

again.

This was done several times,

stopping after a maximum number of cycles was reached.
This method did find lower energies, but it did
not find the lowest energy easily.

To use tnis method, a

great deal of insight into the problem was still needed,
Too many constraints had to be placed on the variation of
the parameters to allow the atom to find its own lowest
energy.

It was decided that a method was needed to allow

the maximum freedom of movement of the particles and to
let them fall into a configuration as the energy was
lowered.,

That is, let the energetics find the configur-

ation that gives,the

lowest energy.

If the partial derivatives of the energy for each
variable parameter are calculated, they·will

indicate the

direction and amount to vary each parameter.

The partial

derivative is defined as

dE/JPi. where the J•s represent

an infinitely small change.

Since the computer works with

numbers only at certain sizes, small, but real changes, in
the parameters were used to find the partial derivatives.
Figure

5 shows this.
FIGURE 5
PARTIAL DERIVATIVE

E
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The actual method used was as follows.

The

parameters were incremented a± del, where del was some
fixed amount fpr each parameter.

Energies were cal-

culated and compared to the original energys if one of the
new energies was lower, the parameter was incremented by
the amount of del.

This was done for each parameter.

Then a new energy was calculated using the.incremented
parameters.

Then the process was repeated.

For each incrementation,

the corresponding

partial derivative was also calculated.
became lower than a set minimum,
stopped for that parameter.

If this ever

the incrementation was

If the energies that were

calculated during the incrementation were both higher than
the original, del was divided by 4.

If del ever became

lower than a specific minimum, the incrementation was
stopped for that parameter.

The end result of these

calculations was a minimum energy for the atom with the
constraints that were built into the calculation.
The way to make this method work at its best is
to put as few constraints on the movements of the

-21-

particles as possible.

In this way, the atom will auto-

matically fall into the configuration that gives it its
lowest energy.

Very little insight into the problem is

required by the person who is making the calculation.
The Virial Theorem was applied to the problem
only after the incrementation process had been completed.
Applying the Virial Theorem at the end seemed to work for
atoms, but it might not work for molecules.

Application

of the Virial Theorem always reduced the energy still
further, giving the lowest energy possible.
The Virial Theorem had to be applied since the core
radius was not varied.

When the core was also varied in

the calculations, the Virial Theorem always held for the
final energy without imposing it.

It was decided not to

vary the core and to impose the Virial Theorem at the end
to save on computer time.

This could be done since the

program would put the particles into a configuration of
lowest energy for the core size that was being used.

This

configuration would differ from the configuration found by
varying the core size only by the radii of the spheres,
not their placement.

Since scaling only reduces the whole

size of the model, the configuration found without varying
the core could be used in the scaling.
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CHAPTER IV

CALCULATED.ATOMS AND IONS

A.

NEON
Neon was the first atom attempted.

Neon was

chosen because it has 10 electrons, 2 in the K shell and
8 in the L shell.

The K shell electrons are in the core

so that their placement is automatic.
The outer 8 electrons in the L shell do not have
quite such an obvious placement.

Since there are 8

electrons, and electrons tend to pair, it is quite clear
that there are 4 electrons of each spin in this shell.
The configuration that will allow all 4 electrons in each
spin-set to be mutually distant from each other is
tetrahedron.

a

The electron clouds in each of the spin-

sets may not overlap with electron clouds of the same
spin-set.

This then allows tangency of the clouds as

the closest approach for electrons of the same spin-set.
Two tetrahedra may be orientated in two different
configurations.

The first of these allow the tetrahedra

to be coincident; that is, they exactly superimpose

-2)-

··.:

This is illustrated in Figure 6.

upon one another.

FIGURE 6
COINCIDENT
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core
spin down
spin up

The other configuration
tetrahedra to be anti-coincident

possible is for the
with respect to each

other; that is, they are 90° out o~ phase with each
other.

This is illustrated

in Figure

7.

From looking at the two illustrations, it appears
quite obvious that the anti-coincident configuration would
have the lower energy.

There is much less overlap of

electron clouds in this configuration than in the coincident
configuration.
The· energies for these configurations were first
calculated before the minimization program was completed.
Therefore, there was little flexibility allowed for the
calculations.

Because of this, the spheres of the same

spin-set were assumed to be tangent to each other, and
all of the spheres were assumed to be tangent to the
core.
It was also necessary to give the core a definite
size.

If the core was assumed to be an ion consisting

of a nucleus and 2 K shell electrons, an expression can
be derived to give the radius of that ion from energy
expressions. These energies are the attraction of the
electrons to the nucleus, the kinetic energy of the spheres

-25-
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FIGURE 7
ANTI-COINCIDENT NEON
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core
spin down
spin up

containing the electrons,

and the repulsion of the

electrons for each other.

These expressions were added

together to give the total energy for the core, as shown
in Equation 9.

An illustration

of the core is given in

Figure 8.

=

Equation 9: E

(2)(9)/(8Rc2) + 6/(5Rc) - 2(JZe/(2Rc))
kinetic

where

repulsion

attraction

1

Re

=

core radius

Z =atomic

number

e =electronic

charge

If the energy is minimiz~d with respect to the
core radius, the resulting equation for the core radius
will give the radius that will satisfy the Virial Theorem.
This is done by taking the partial derivative of the energy
with respect to the core radius.

The result, Equation 10,

is the general equation for the core radius of any atom,
It was also obtained by Durocher(4).
Equation 10: Re= 20(EKC)/(J(5Z - 2))
The results of these calculations appear in Table
II.

Although the virial Theorem is not satisfied., the

calculations do show that the anti-coincident structure
has the lower energy

-27-

FIGURE 8

CORE STRUCTURE.
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..... spin up
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TABLE II
NEON ENERGIES
FOR
TOTAL
POTENTIAL
KINETIC

-124.538 au.
-235.318 au.
110.780 au.

-125.728 au.
-236.508 au.
110.?80 au.

n

Because of the above calculations,
minimization program was finished,
structure was studied.

when the

only the anti-coincident

The core was not found by Equation

9 for the new calculations.

The radius of the core was

determined by the Virial Theorem as it applied to the whole
atom, and not as it applied only to the core.

The spheres

were not forced to be tangent in this case either.

The

only restriction placed upon the spheres was that spheres
of like spin were not allowed to overlap.
The r~sults of these calculations are in Table III.
The minimum energy·configuration occurs when the spheres
of like spin were not quite tangent to each other.

There

was a gap of 0.0243 au. between spheres of the same spinset.

All of the spheres are assumed to be tangent to the

core, so this was built into the constraints of the problem
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and the resulting answer was forced to have them tangent to
the core.
TABLE III

NEON ENERG
all L shell
spheres
core

.617692 au.
.148009 au.

TOTAL ENERGY

-126.296 au.

The final energy, from Table III, was -126.296 au.
The calculated .Hartree.--:~och

value of neon was reported by

Wahl (7) to be -128.55 au.

This value may be used to get

a calculated experimental value, which was also reported by
Wahl.

B.

This value is -129.06 au.

ARGON
Argon was calculated mainly to determine whether

the model behaved as Bent said that it would for atoms with
rlrctrons in shells above the 1 shell.

Argon was chosen

since it has a full M,shell.
The a~om has 18 electrons, the inner 10 having the
same possible configurations as neon.

These electrons

may either be in the coincident configuration or the anticoincident configuration.

The electrons in the M shell

would then fill the holes made by the L shell electrons.

-30-

Therefore, there are several possible configurations for
argon.

These appear in Figures 9:3, l_SO and l1l.
Figure~

configuration.

shows the L shell·in

the coincident

The M shell electrons then fill the holes

made by the L shell.

The configuration is two tetrahedrons,

a smaller one inside and 90° out of phase with a larger one.
For this calculation, the spheres of the M shell were
assumed to be tangent to the spheres of the L shell.

This

is the configuration that was suggested by Bent(J).
Figures VOand lV have the L shell in the anticoincident configuration.

FigurelQ has the M shell

electrons tangent to the L shell and in the faces of the
cube formed by the L shell.

Figure l1l has the M shell

electrons in also an anti-coincident arrangement.

There

is overlap between the two shells of electrons of
different spin.
tangent.

The electrons of the same spin are

There is overlap of the two energy levels, but

it is of electrons of different spin, so the Pauli
Exclusion Principle is not violated, and each of the
overlapping spheres has its own center.
by the rules for the model.
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This is allowed

The results of the calculations of these arrangements is shown in Table IV,

Argon models I - III correspond

to Figures 9 - 11 respectively,

TABLE IV
ENERGIES OF ARGON
MODEL I
MODEL. II
TOTAL ENERGY

-507.15 au.

-502.02 au.

M SHELL SIZE

1.9083

L SHELL SIZE

o. 3274 -

CORE

0.0736

MODEL III

-505.02 au.

It

1,2648

II

1.90259

II

II

0.3268

"

0.32643

"

0.0734

"

0.07336

"

II

The configuration with the lowest energy is not the
one that was predicted by Bent.
ation with the highest energy.

In fact, that is the configurThe reason for the order of

these energies may be seen in Figures 12 - 14.
plane in

the atom.

These show a

As can be seen in these figures, argon

model II has less overlap for the M shell and allows the
closest approach to the nucleus for the M shell.
No Hartree-Foch energies could be found in the
literature for comparison.
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FIGURE 9
ARGON I
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FIGURE 10
ARGON II
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FIGURE 11
ARGOt:l III
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FIGURE 13
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C.

NEON ION
Neon Ion was studied next.

The energy difference

between the calculated neon atom and neon ion would be the
ionization energy of neon.

Actual experimental values for

this may be found in the literature for comparison.
The +lion

was the ion of neon that was studied.

This is the etom of neon that has had one of .its electrons
removed,

If the ion is tilted along a diagonal plane

through the cube that is formed by the tetrahedron, it
becomes easier to see the environment each sphere is in.
This is shown in Figure

n~.

From Figure l~, it can be seen that three different
sizes of spheres should be expected,

Sphere #1 has a

different environment than any of the others, hence a
different size.

Spheres #2, 3 and 4 also have a different

environment and the same size.
are different.

Spheres

#5, 6 and 7 also

Although spheres #1, 5, 6 and 7 are the

same spin-set, they will not all have the same size.
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FIGURE lS
NEON ION
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For this calculation the spheres of like spin
were again not confined to the tengenct requirement.
They were allowed the freedom to either become tangent or
to move away from tangency.

The results of this calculation

were shown in Table V and Figure l~.
TABLE V

..

NEON ION
SPHERE

SIZE

0.1483 au.

core
1

0.5909

"

- 4

0.59);1.

II

5 - 7

0.5743

"

-125.387

II

2

TOTAL ENERGY

-~1-

As can be seen by Table V and Figure l~, the
spheres for the ion do not all have the same size.
spheres of the same spin-set are di.fferent.

Even

The only

way that the lowest energy could be found for this
problem was with a minimization program like the type
that was used,

It should also be noted that the nucleus

is off center by 0.0013 au. because of the greater
charge accumulation on the left side of the atom.
Figure 17 shows a diagram of the energy differences.between

neon atom and its +lion.~

in energy is 2~.5 ev.

The difference

This is the calculated

ionization energy for neon using this model,

Moore(6)

list~ a literature value for the ionization of neon as
21,5 ev.

There is a slight difference between the two

values, but they are relatively close for such a simple
model.
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FIGURE 16
CALCULATED NEON ION
ONLY SPHERES IN PLANE OF CORE

R1

=

0.59088 au.

R2

=

0.59310
0.57432

RJ •
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FIGURE 17
IONIZATION

ENERGY OF

NEON

F

experimental
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calculated

J

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

The close agreement of the calculated and the
experimental ionization energy of neon shows that the
theory described in this paper may be used to obtain at
least approximate energies for atoms.

This is remarkable

considering the simplicity of the theory.
It should also be noted that angular momentum was
not considered in any of the calculations.

It is known

that electrons in energy levels have properties of
angular momentum that further divide the energies of
electrons in the same energy level.

If this were con-

sidered, it may be possible to obtain even better energies
from this theory.
Also, during the course of this work, the proper
method to find the minimum energy of an atom, or a molecule, was found.

This may be of significant aid to others

who attempt to· make similar calculations.
The neon calculations were the only calculations
that were done using the minimizational program.

There-

fore, the energies for neon, and its ion, are the only
ones that may be considered as true total energies for
this theory.
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Figure

18 shows a plot of ionization potentials

of neon and argon.

The argon plot is quite interesting.

It shows three distinct changes in slope.

The changes

in slope may correspond to different types of electrons
being removed.

By this, it is meant that the electrons

that are removed have different environments.

The first

two electrons for the argon plot could correspond to
two electrons from completely overlapped spheres being
removed.

The next four electrons of the same slope could

be the four electrons that are not overlapped being
removed.

The last two of the same slope could be

different from the rest because all of the other electrons
are removed, so that the remaining two see the full
effect of the positive nucleus.
The neon curve does not explain much.

There are

only values for six electrons given in the literature.
Therefore, there is not enough p0ints to say anything
conclusive.
in Figure

The values for the ionization potentials

15 were obtained from Moore(6).
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FIGURE l&

IONIZATION POTENTIALS
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5

6

7
7

This work also shows that it is very difficult to
guess the proper configuration of the spheres for most
atoms.

This is clearly shown in t~e argon calculations,

where Bent suggested a configuration that would have lowest
energy, but it turned out to have the highest energy of
those calculated,

This shows the need to have a method

to give the configuration of the lowest energy that
depends very little on human insight.
It was hoped that carbon could have been calculated
before the end of the work.

This is the atom of the high-

est atomic number for which there exists experimental
values of the total energy.

It is the atom of highest

atomic number for which all of the electrons have been
pulled off.

If this could have been done, it would show

exactly how to close the energies that are calculated are
to the experimental values.
There appears to be much merit in continuing work
on this model.

If it is perfected, it will be a simple

method of describing atoms and molecules.

It may also

be a method of obtaining easily the total energies of
atoms and molecules, which at present are very difficult
to obtain.
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APPENDIX

The overlap equation,

derived by Neumark(5),

is

given below.

f(A,B,C)

={113i? [ [c1/c)(l6

- (9b)/A - (9A)/B + B3/A3

+A3 /BJ]

+[j./A]

[24 - (24B2)/(5A2

+ [1/i.)

-(8c2)/A2 + (3c3)/B3..J
\?4 - (24A2 )/(5B2) + (9CA)/B2

·+ (9CB)/A2

,
-(8C2)/B2 + (JC3)/A~
- f5/(5A3BJ) + (18C)/(AB).J]

A, B, Care

dummy variables.

from tangency to complete overlap.
culations,

EP

The equation is valid
When used in the cal-

it takes the following forms

=

f(Rx,Ry,D)

wheres Rx,

=

f(A,B,C)

Ry, and Dare

tive dummy variables.
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substituted for the respec-
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